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why move with us?

Moving Home
is as EASY as this

Rely on our experience of
over 15 years to move you
safely & quickly.
Be assured the team is on
our visa and accountable for
security of your assets

Tell us where are you moving to
How much stuff has to be moved
Confirm quoute and Pay Online
Get an instant Quote

Our moving services

Home shifting

office relocate

export packing

Storage

Handyman

Testimonials
★★★★★

3 weeks ago Rizkallah Nicolas Ward

Yasin Mohamed is the best relocation
professional I dealt with over the past 30mn
ara of relocation. He went always the extra
mile to find solutions and his service was
always timely and professional.

★★★★★

2 months ago Amer Salha

I had to ship valuable cargo from Dubai to
Midwest USA, and was worried as I have seen
and been in contact with many international
shippers, and the majority of them had negative
reviews.
I spoke to an Atlas International agent (Arif) and
he assured me that the cargo will get to the final
destination in one piece. I shipped my books,
and my expensive $2,500 Trike, and was
pleased to see that all went well.
I promised Arif that I would share my
experience regardless of how it went, and
I must say that it was near perfect.

★★★★★

4 months ago Frankanto111

I used atlas movers to shift my 2BHK apartment
after getting quotation from around 5 movers in sharjah.
Atlas gave me least quotation and decided to go with them
.shifting was done in professional way and at a fast phase.
the team arrived at sharp 8 Am. all the shifting and fixing
in the new apartment was completed at about 3 PM.
good job.

★★★★★

Robin Jacob 1 week ago

Well coordinated team work, with great effort
and enthusiasm without any complaints
. Hope same in future .God bless your work.

Long Distance Moving
Our professional long distance movers provide the very best delivery and care.
Atlas Van Lines is a long distance moving company with extensive resources.
Regardless of where you’re moving to and from, one of our long distance moving
branches will always be within reach. Atlas Van Lines will always
provide excellent moving services wherever you need to go.
Long Distance Moving with Speed and Accuracy.
Our large fleet of moving trucks is always ready, well-serviced, and ready to move.
You won’t have to worry about our ability to provide the services you need exactly
when you needthem. We have the means to accommodate several
customers at all times without delay or hiccup. Last minute long distance moves
are welcomed at no additional charge. With weekly shuttles to and from every
major city in the country, your next relocation will never be too far away. The swift
and convenient nature of our long distance moving services makes it
easy to facilitate a hassle-free moving experience.

Simplify your move...!
Every move can feel like a big one. Let Atlas Van lines do the heavy lifting.

All types of moves
Weather you’re moving locally or cross-country,you count
on Atlas Van Lines to move your household or business.

Household Moves

Corporate Moves

Interstate Moves

Local Moves

Advantages of our services

Since 2003

Always Available

Budget Prices

Extra Careful

In business for more than
15 years and it is our sincere client service that
keeps us in business for so
Long.

We are here for you when
you need us. We can work
to suit your schedule.
Moving, Packing, Storage
and Handyman services all
week long.

Our prices are fair and
budget friendly with the
same level of service you
expect from bigger
movers. We make a profit
by keeping costs low.

We train our team to handle with care and caution
so that you can be carefree when we move your
home or office.
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